NAKUSP AND ARROW LAKES ECONOMIC SUMMIT 1
Final Report November, 2011
By Laurie Page, President, Nakusp and Area Development Board

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
By the summer of 2010, Nakusp and the Arrow Lakes had experienced 2 years of economic recession. Businesses
were suffering, people were moving away to find work, and a general feeling of helplessness gripped the region.
A few of us (Bob Toews, Laurie Page, Kim Reich) proposed to hold public meetings to educate ourselves about
2
economic realities and opportunities.
Nakusp and District Chamber of Commerce sponsored the proposal to Columbia Basin Trust. With this support
from the Chamber of Commerce, seed money from Nakusp and Area Development Board, support from Nakusp
Village Council and a sizable grant from Columbia Basin Trust, the series of meetings was launched for the fall and
winter of 2010/2011.
The meetings were well-attended, starting with a crash course on Community Economic Development, and then
focusing on forestry, tourism, land development, and agriculture. Experts in each field formed a panel that made
presentations and answered questions. Community participation was encouraged. A final wrap-up meeting was
held to review what we had learned and to consider what to do next.
Based on that series of meetings, Nakusp and Area Development Board and Chamber of Commerce embarked on
“stage 2”. Together, members of both executives held four meetings to select projects and develop a plan. The
remains of the Columbia Basin Trust grant were used (with permission) to hire a consultant to provide e-mail and
telephone support and to facilitate two of the meetings. Selected priorities are now being researched and
developed as potential funding proposals.
We are delighted with the outcome of our venture to date. We have engaged and informed ourselves and the
community. We have solidified our organizational roles and our partnership. We have established strategic
priorities and we have attracted people to our boards. We are excited by our opportunities and feel comfortable
moving forward with our plans.

1

Our original funding proposal to Columbia Basin Trust was titled “From the Ground Up: Exploring Economic
Opportunity for Nakusp and Area”. The name “Nakusp and Arrow Lakes Economic Summit” was adopted later as a
catchier title.
2

See Appendix 1: Background Document
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC MEETINGS:
MEETING 1: COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, WHAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO
KNOW
3

The first meeting was an overview of Community Economic Development . Victor Cumming, of Westcoast CED
Consulting (www.westcoastced.com ), was our keynote speaker. Highlights of that meeting were:
The six ingredients of local economic development:


Human Development – prepares people for the current economy



Loan Funds – access to debt financing



Equity – access to risk capital (all assets) $’s



Planning & Research – what is going to happen in the economy plus individual business planning



Infrastructure – roads, drinking water, sewer, rail, cell phone, high speed internet, marinas



Promotion & Brokering – marketing and selling, linking together capital with ideas and expertise

Add Organizational Development and Community Development to these six ingredients, and you get Community
Economic Development, which creates methods to focus on the local economy so the participants are gaining
confidence, and capabilities. Things are getting done and the economy is moving forward.
We also learned about the 5 principals of economic renewal:

3



Plug leaks – Where do individuals and businesses buy goods & services



Support existing business – 80% of jobs come from maintaining and expanding existing businesses



Encourage new enterprises – people who are here – ideas and help to grow them



Recruit business from elsewhere – this point will be at the bottom of the list for Nakusp due to its remote
location



Build local organization capacity – critical - must be able to move on an opportunity

See Appendix 2: Full report of Meeting 1: “Community Economic Development, What everyone needs to know”
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MEETING 2: FORESTRY CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
4

Our second meeting focused on Forestry . Panelists representing Nakusp and Area Community Forest, Ministry of
Forests, Interfor and Box Lake Lumber gave us some background about the industry and discussed challenges and
opportunities.






Interfor expects to continue with one shift at the Castlegar mill,
Box Lake Lumber employs 33 people and is working well due to good management and innovation
Our area has terrain and transportation challenges but our wood value is high
External market forces are not favourable, but China is an emerging market
There may be an opportunity for bio-mass energy (heat, steam, electricity)

Thoughts about what we as a community can do fell into these categories:




Organizational development (including leadership, education)
a) Develop a committee that can liaise with industry and community: advocacy, lobbying, public education,
and possibly conflict resolution.
b) Develop an organization that can pursue opportunities such as bio-mass energy
Support for business
a) Infrastructure
i) Lobby for improved ferry system
ii) Make industrial land available
iii) Deal with wood waste

MEETING 3: TOURISM CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
5

Tourism was the topic at our third meeting . We had guest speaker Graham Edwards from Nelson Kootenay Lake
Tourism Association, 3 panelists from local tourism businesses, and the president of the BC Snowmobile
Federation talking about the potential for a snowmobiling tourism industry here.
In the past there has been an emphasis on the need to develop product in the area. Our meeting opened our eyes
to the fact that we do have a lot of product already, and we can build on it.
Controversy over motorized vs non-motorized land use was discussed, and the consensus was that there is room
for everyone, and we need to work together to find solutions to land use conflicts.
We learned about Destination Marketing Organizations. More investigation is required to decide if or how this
model could work here. Marketing and signage were seen as important, as well as pulling product together so that
tourists can plan their visit.
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See Appendix 3: Full Report of Meeting 2: “Forestry Challenges and Opportunities”
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See Appendix 4: Full Report of Meeting 3: “Tourism Challenges and Opportunities”
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MEETING 4: LAND DEVELOPMENT: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
6

Our fourth meeting was about Land Development . John Guenther, Director of Planning for the City of Revelstoke
spoke about the principles of planning and how important it is to involve community.
Ron Oszust, Electoral Area Director for Rural Golden told the story of Golden’s growth when the Kicking Horse ski
resort was developed. The citizens had the same kind of fear of change that we have, but there were lots of
positives to growth.
During audience feedback, there was a mix of fears and excitement at the potential. Some challenges were
identified, such as transportation, lack of an obvious catalyst, and lack of a planning department to guide change.
Planning and community engagement were seen as key to managing development to maintain community values.

MEETING 5: AGRICULTURE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
7

Agriculture was the focus of our last industry-related meeting . Guest speakers were Abra Brynne, a Kootenay
Farm and Food Consultant, Jeremy Lack from Kootenay Local Agriculture Society, and Corky Evans, a Slocan Valley
farmer who is also a former BC Minister of Agriculture.
We had a lively discussion about what works and doesn’t work in our area, and what the importance of agriculture
is. The general consensus was that the people in that room want food security. They don’t want to depend on
another region and a transportation and distribution system for their food. They want to be sure their food is
healthy. They would like to preserve the knowledge and capacity to grow food and be self-sufficient. Food for
export was a secondary consideration, but some people would like to be able to make money growing food.
Some highlights from a discussion about how to support agriculture in our area:


A venue or method for connecting eaters with growers (and land-owners with land-leasers)



A year-round covered farmers’ market



Development and Retention of the knowledge base: soil and climate studies, growing conditions



Education around the value of buying locally, reducing the leakage from people buying food grown
elsewhere



Setting an achievable target and making a plan to reach it and then moving on from there



Selling produce to summer residents and visitors



Fight meat regulations and other government interventions that undermine small scale agriculture.

The meeting ended up with a summary by Corky Evans, former BC Minister of Agriculture, who suggested that we
focus on marketing sustainability and food security as part of our “brand” for attracting residents and visitors.
6
7

See Appendix 5: Full Report of Meeting 4: “Land Development: Challenges and Opportunities”
See Appendix 6: Full Report of Meeting 5: “Agriculture: Challenges and Opportunities”
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MEETING 6: WHAT’S NEXT?
Our final meeting saw the return of Victor Cumming, CED consultant, to lead us in considering what it would
require to move forward in local economic development. He reviewed the key ingredients, and also talked about
the need for paid professional staff as well as a dedicated organization to truly do the work of economic
development.
The meeting ended with an endorsement from the attendees for the main organizers to continue to develop an
economic vision and process, and to report back to the community.
People who are interested in being part of the team were requested to either join Nakusp and District Chamber of
Commerce executive, or to request membership in Nakusp and Area Development Board, which are the two key
organizations in the region pursuing economic development initiatives

ANALYSIS: WHAT WE L EARNED


The meetings were well-attended and sparked engaged dialogue. This demonstrated a community
interest in economic development, as well as a desire to be part of the solution.



Transportation came up during the forestry, tourism, and land development meetings. Not only are
public transportation options sorely lacking, but the bottleneck of the ferry at the north end of the valley
is considered a serious detriment to all forms of economic opportunity.



The need for better co-ordination of local and regional organizations was a theme. Some examples:


Outdoor recreation groups working together to maximize the tourism potential of the land
base – there is enough room for all of us, but we do need to co-ordinate use.



Nakusp and the Arrow Lakes working with other regions to access planning and economic
development expertise – can we network with Revelstoke, Vernon, and other neighbouring
communities on some issues?



Tourism marketing needs to be co-ordinated by a single organization and networked
regionally so we don’t miss out on promotional opportunities or duplicate effort.



Economic development stakeholder organizations must continue to work on coordinating
their efforts, including sharing of information and pooling of resources.



This area continues to see itself as safe, clean, scenic, and self-reliant. Residents want to keep these
values and attributes, and believe that people will want to move here because of this lifestyle. There was
discussion at more than one meeting about maintaining and promoting this “brand”.



We need professional support to make the best use of our resources in pursuing economic opportunity.
It was apparent that people appreciated having experts available at our meetings, and see the value in
having ongoing professional expertise to help us move forward. Concerns were raised that as ordinary
citizens, we may not be up to the complex tasks that seem to be required. In addition, Victor Cumming
advised us that in order to move forward in a logical and timely manner, we need the support of
professional economic development staff.
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Much of our economy is ruled by external forces beyond our control. However, as citizens there are a
number of small things we can do to maintain our economy and our lifestyle. In terms of non-basic
income, we can find ways to “plug leaks” and support existing businesses. In terms of basic income, we
have little control over exports (eg forestry), but we have some options for encouraging retired or selfemployed people to move here.

NEXT STEPS: STAGE 2
Nakusp and Area Development Board has been re-structured. All of the people who have expressed an interest
are now on the executive. The board is gearing up for an Annual General Meeting on November 28, 2011, with
Paul Weist of Central Kootenay Community Futures as guest speaker.
Nakusp and District Chamber of Commerce continues to take the lead in development and marketing of tourism.
8

A draft Economic Vision has been written and is ready for community feedback.
Both organizations have re-discovered the limitations of being very small and without the financial resources for
paid staff. Lack of resources is a key organizational challenge for small communities and rural areas. We
recognize that we must collaborate, pool resources, and avoid duplicating both effort and expense.
To move forward with what we have learned from the Arrow Lakes Economic Summit, the Nakusp & Area
Development Board and the Nakusp & District Chamber of Commerce have been working together to develop an
economic development strategy. Four meetings have been held to consider criteria and look at potential projects
that arose out of the economic meetings, and that fall out of the draft Economic Vision.
At our last Nakusp and Arrow Lakes Economic Summit Meeting, we learned that we must move forward in three
areas at once: Community Engagement, Organizational Development, and Projects. Our plan encompasses these
three key ingredients of community economic development.

1) COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
a)

We have put a report of the Economic meetings as well as the draft economic vision on the website:
www.nadb.ca, with a link from the chamber of commerce website www.nakusparrowlakes.com . This
information has been e-mailed out to a wide contact list, and written up in both the Arrow Lakes News and
the Valley Voice. We have made it clear, we think, that we are looking for feedback on both of these
documents.

b) We are planning a community roundtable for the spring of 2012, subject to funding and other logistics. We
are still working on the idea, but at present it looks like this: The event would be open to the public, although
we would also invite representation from specific sectors (eg. Arts, outdoor recreation, tourism services,
forestry, agriculture, real estate, etc). Sector groups would meet first, with a facilitator. This would give them
a chance to find out what each other is doing, and work on questions provided by the facilitator. Members of
the public would be invited to sign up for their sector of interest. After the sector meetings, the group will
meet in plenary and hear reports from each sector. It is our intention that we will also report on our economic
development work at this meeting. We hope that we can get a broad and shared view of what is happening in
the Arrow Lakes that has an impact on economic development.

8

See Appendix 7: Arrow Lakes Economic Vision
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2) ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
a)

NADB has a new board of directors and continues to work on increasing skill level as we move forward. It has
been very helpful to have the advice, support and mentorship of consultant Victor Cumming. We continue to
look for opportunities to increase our knowledge, and some of our members have expressed an interest in
attending the Rural Summit in Grand Forks next June. One of our executive has an interest in refreshing the
terms of reference in our bylaws to make them more current.

b) NDCC has a number of outgoing executive members, but also new members are stepping up to replace them.
They recently held a strategic planning session facilitated by Lynda Lafleur.
c)

Both boards continue to work at developing and maintaining partnerships with other organizations in order to
further economic development. For some projects, formal agreements will be required.

3) PROJECTS
Together we have identified a number of projects that need to be researched and developed into the proposal
stage:
a)

STRATEGIC PLAN FOR TOURISM MARKETING: Create an organization with a strategic plan for tourism
marketing, including promotion priorities and sustainable funding strategy.
Rationale: The tourism plan was a great start at engaging tourism stakeholders, creating a situational analysis
and starting us off on some projects (image bank, improved website, and visitor guide). Marketing comes up
over and over again as a priority at every meeting we have. On the other hand, our volunteers and businesses
have limited time and skills to pursue an ongoing coordinated marketing strategy. Each business does its own
marketing, and attending trade shows is done by the chamber of commerce on an ad hoc basis.
This project would hire a coordinator who can bring together accommodators and other tourism businesses
with the intent to form a local marketing organization. This would be a pilot project to get buy-in and
demonstrate success in the first year. A local marketing organization would be sustainable in the long-term
with pooled funds. We are not attempting to create a Destination Marketing Organization in the first year,
however we hope that new opportunities and options would be explored by the newly-formed organization.

b) DEVELOP OUTDOOR RECREATION PRODUCTS: Increase the visitor use of existing trail networks by identifying
and marketing them.
Rationale: Our tourism plan names outdoor recreation opportunities as an attraction for visitors. We seek to
build on existing trail maps, and provide more context so that all types of people are encouraged to visit and
to spend time in our area. Both snowmobiling and ATVing came up as opportunities in our tourism meeting.
We wish to expand our web-based outdoor recreation information, including more context (eg what are the
three favourite ATV areas here? What skill level do you need?) and downloadable maps. We wish to
capitalize on the energy of local outdoor recreation groups (cross-country ski, ATV, snowmobile, and hiking
groups) and create the tools to market ourselves as a destination for outdoor recreation.
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c)

BUSINESS DIRECTORY: Increase awareness of local business products and services by providing a web-based
business directory.
Rationale:
In interest in buying local has come up many times. However, many locals and part-time
residents alike have expressed that it is sometimes difficult to find local businesses, particularly in the services
and trades. These businesses may not advertize at all, and are not listed in the phone book, relying solely on
word of mouth. In addition, people who want to buy or sell local food are interested in connecting with each
other. Likewise, local wood-manufacturing enterprises (eg. small sawmills and wood artists) often rely on
word of mouth: Increasing awareness of these businesses may support local wood-based industries.
This project would need start-up funding for the first year: A co-ordinator would be hired to contact all
businesses in the Nakusp and Area K region. A website designer would be hired to design a fully-searchable
site based on the name of the company, the location (eg nearest town), and descriptive text. The information
would also be printable for those who don’t have computer access. We anticipate using the existing
www.nakusparrowlakes.com site as host. The first year would be free, to demonstrate its usefulness, and we
expect to promote the site to gain acceptance quickly. The business directory would subsequently be
maintained by an annual nominal fee.

d) RESEARCH OUR PART-TIME RESIDENTS to identify potential new opportunities.
Rationale: A significant number of home-owners are part-time residents. It would benefit us to know what
their plans are: Do they intend to move here someday, or was this strictly an investment purchase? We may
also benefit from knowing what products and services they would purchase here if they were available. How
can we get these folks to spend more money locally? We would hope to work with Selkirk College’s Rural
Development Institute on such a survey.
e)

BUSINESS SURVEY: Find out how we can better support local businesses through a business retention and
expansion survey.
Rationale: A business retention and expansion survey was done in Nelson, and the model looks like it would
be useful for Nakusp and the Arrow Lakes. Is succession an issue here like it is in most rural communities?
If so, what sort of skills do we need to attract (or train)? What can businesses do to be more resilient?
To expand? We would hope to work with Community Futures on this project.

f)

WOOD WASTE: Assess potential for a new business based on wood waste
Rationale: Wood waste came up as both an opportunity (for new industry) and a problem (existing
businesses have to pay to get rid of it) at our forestry meeting. Rumours abound about the potential for biofuels, pellets, garden supplies and so on. Opinions also are rampant about the feasibility or not of wood waste
enterprises, ranging from “We don’t have enough wood waste to do anything” to “We could base a whole
new series of industries on wood waste products”.
We propose to work with Nakusp and Area Community Forest to assess the feasibility of wood waste
businesses.
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APPENDIX 1: BACKGROUND DOCUMENT FOR PROPOSAL
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY IN NAKUSP: PROPOSAL FOR A SERIES OF FOCUSED COMMUNITY
MEETINGS
INTRODUCTION
Nakusp and the Arrow Lakes Valley are the “hidden gems” of the Kootenays. Residents and visitors alike are
impressed by the quiet mountain scenery, the beautiful lake, streams and rivers, and inviting opportunities for
recreation and healthy community living. Unfortunately, long and short term economic trends present new
challenges for local government, businesses and service providers. The health and vitality of the Arrow Lakes Valley
is threatened by shifting demographics, the loss of higher paying industrial jobs (especially forestry), high
government debt, and a general movement of resources and investment away from rural areas like ours to
regional and urban centres.
Residents, business people and community leaders are concerned that economic activity in the Arrow Lakes Valley
has already dropped to an unsustainable level. Many of the amenities and services which residents and visitors
take for granted and first attracted them to the area may not be viable without new sources of income.
Many people have good ideas for attracting new spending and investment in Nakusp and the Arrow Lakes Valley.
Everyone agrees we need to preserve what we like best about our community, water and land. We want to respect
our history and traditions while building a prosperous long term future which will support essential businesses and
services. We want our Valley to be an attractive home and welcoming destination for young people, growing
families, seasonal residents, seniors, workers, professionals, business people and those who simply want to come
visit us and enjoy the beauty and amenities of our area.
A few of us would like to help start a community conversation about economic development trends and
opportunities so that we can make better decisions for our future. We would like to know what is happening in our
area, how is it being affected by local and external forces and events, and what are our opportunities for ensuring
a sustainable, healthy future?

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY MEETINGS
To get this conversation started, we propose a series of open community meetings or “town hall” sessions where
we invite local and/or outside business people, community leaders, and experts to talk to us about what is
happening in their business or service area. In particular, we will want to know how we as a community can
support new initiatives which will help build a sustainable economic future for our Valley.
Following are some suggested economic opportunity topics which we think will be of interest to the community.
We are open to other suggestions to help fill out a series of 6 or more open community meetings beginning in the
early fall of 2010 and extending into 2011. Our hope and intent is that this education and discussion series will help
support informed community economic planning and decision-making in the coming year.
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Meeting 1: Economic Development – what does it mean for Nakusp?
The series will be kicked off by a speaker on economic development. We will learn the basic principles of
community economic development and have a chance in breakout groups to talk about what this means
for Nakusp.

Meeting 2: Forestry
This meeting will begin with a panel of local forestry expertise. We will learn about the state of the
industry globally and regionally, and what that means for our area. There will be an opportunity for
participants to talk about opportunities for Nakusp.

Meeting 3: Tourism
The meeting will begin with a panel of people involved in the tourism industry. We will learn about the
state of the industry provincially and locally, and what work is already being done to advance Nakusp and
Arrow Lakes as a tourist destination. Participants will have the chance to give feedback, present ideas and
talk about opportunities.

Meeting 4: Real Estate Development and Construction Industry
A panel of local and regional experts will put these industries in perspective. We will learn what
development is already slated for the area, how important the industries are to our economy, and what
trends and opportunities might exist. Breakout sessions will allow participants to give feedback, and talk
about what we as a community might do.

Meeting 5: Agriculture
Agriculture, although fledgling as an industry, has gained a lot of interest in recent years. The panel will
talk about trends and opportunities in agriculture and food security. Participants will be invited to
provide feedback and brainstorm ideas for the future of this industry.

Meeting 6: What next?
This meeting will be our chance to review what we have learned at each of the other meetings and talk
about what we can do as a community to support the future we want.
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APPENDIX 2: FULL REPORT OF MEETING 1: “COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
WHAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW”

INTRODUCTION
September 28, 2011
Kim Reich welcome – introduced Bob Toews.
Bob Toews– Purpose of the meetings is to see what will grease the wheel or water the garden so that Nakusp and
area emerge stronger and more sustainable. We are not here to make decisions now but to get feed back as to
what is important and make decisions for the future. Each meeting will present a panel of industry experts who
will discuss what is doable within their sector.
Laurie Page - thanked Linda LaFleur from Columbia Basin Trust, Nakusp Area Development Board, Chamber of
Commerce as well as the Village of Nakusp for their letter of support – Introduced Victor Cumming
Keynote Speaker: Victor Cumming
Westcoast CED Consulting Ltd
www.westcoastced.com

SESSION OBJECTIVES – VICTOR CUMMING
Common language - must be established because words mean different things to different people. If a decision is
made all people making that decision need to be agreeing or disagreeing about the same thing.
Provide frameworks – to focus systematically enabling participants to “stay on the bus”.
Energizing participants – we are not starting at zero.
Karen Hamling - reviewed previous economic development within the Village of Nakusp
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AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION - EXPECTATIONS
Common vision
Unaligned to get involved
What is realistic
Common definition
Needs & possibilities
Appetite for change
Opportunities for youth
Stimulate ideas
Existing resources & identify gaps in services
What is sustainable
More than getting developers in
Connect Nakusp vision with other in the valley
Attracting population
Shift of thinking
networking

THE COMMUNITY ECONOMY
Exports brings in $ or people who come to the region bring in $
Healthcare and tourism brings $’s into the community
Leakage is when $’s are spent outside the community
The inside of community economy is what we do for each other and $’s spent locally

Economy Base Model
This model is used by economists – Gary Horn is the author of the BC Input Output model
Basic Sectors– forestry, mining and tourism are examples – more development needed
Direct - $ or employment earned here
Indirect – income and employment from basic sectors in the region
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Non Basic – income and employment from internal expenditures e.g. staff at restaurants that cater only to
locals
Basic

Non Basic

Forestry

Gas station

Mining

Groceries

Tourism

retail

Pensions

Municipal employee

Tourism Operations

Arts & culture – for residents

Hot Springs

Restaurant – catering to residents

Hospital

Local Newspaper

Manufacturing
Energy - Exported
Arts & Culture - exported
or enjoyed by visitors
Gov’t employees
(provincial & federal)

Six Key Ingredients of Local Economic Development


Human Development – prepares people for the current economy



Loan Funds – access to debt financing



Equity – access to risk capital (all assets) $’s



Planning & Research – what is going to happen in the economy plus individual business planning
– real & up to date



Infrastructure – roads, drinking water, sewer, rail, cell phone, high speed internet, marinas



Promotion & Brokering – marketing and selling, linking together capital with ideas and expertise,
key ingredient

All 6 ingredients are needed, without them there is key gaps and lack of a critical element for building the new
local economy
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4 Attributes of Community Development Process


Leadership – without this, nothing will get done



Organizational Capacity – “Do It” attribute – follow up, recognize lags and take over if it isn’t
getting done – able for the organization to live past the originators



Values & Attitudes – we’re in this together and it needs to be run like we care about each other



Community Decision-Making Capacity – if the community is not accustomed to making decisions
then the focus needs to be on building the ability starting small and growing

The 6 key ingredients and 4 attributes need to be looped together because they will need to be happening at the
same time.
Community Economic Development is the welding of Local Economic Development & Community Development
together creating methods to focus on the local economy so the participants are gaining confidence, and
capabilities (and not spinning their wheels) and things are going done and the economy is moving forward.

5 Principles of Economic Renewal


Plug leaks – Where do I buy goods & services – individuals and business



Support existing business – 80% of jobs come from what is here – existing, maintaining and
growing



Encourage new enterprises – people who are here – ideas and help to grow them



Recruit business from elsewhere – this point will be at the bottom of the list for Nakusp due to its
location (isolation hard to get to)



Build local organization capacity – critical - must be able to move on an opportunity
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ECONOMIC IDEAS FROM PARTICIPANTS
River cruise - stern wheeler
Develop performing arts
Broadband
Senior’s services
Education support local training – Charter School – bring in students - guides training
Possibility within the IT field
Pedal bike tours – advertise in Germany
Signs where hotsprings are
Healing centre
More tournaments – sports, fishing derbies
Cheese making
Remanufacturing shipping crates to youth hostel
Youth programs with volunteers
Build volunteer bureau
Year round covered market
Eco tourism promotion
Connect with bus tours – make Nakusp a destination point
Information kiosk
Value added agriculture – hemp, bamboo
Hiking trail enhancement
Explore local energy projects
Sign shop – local export
Value added wood – flooring
Property management
Rental of bikes, canoes, snowshoes, etc.
Seminars, training
Dedicated industrial area
Artists – visual
Fuel station at marina
Local economy built to the point where new people will be attracted – sons and daughters could come home if
there was employment
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THE VENTURE DEVELOPMENT FUNNEL
Identify economic opportunities
Values are first not after the business has been prepared
Ideas must be quickly funnelled through pre-feasibility analysis and then on through feasibility
assessment, business planning and financing
Decisions must be made constantly with leadership being taught constantly
The most important sustainable idea/s taken to the community to run with
Group must be prepared to make it happen
Note: Prepare an Economic Vision in support of the Venture Development Funnel process – clear - 2 page
maximum

COMPONENTS OF COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Organization must be a legal entity with the capacity to move on a good idea
Actual experience buying and selling are good attributes
Idea to assessment to community
Where are we and what can we do?

CONCLUSIONS
Articulate clearly what we are going to do
Match capacity with commercial viability
Organizational needs to be in place and have the legal authority to act in place
Energize and support champions
Create common language and frameworks
Maybe get a college student to help with the vision
Positive – why is Nakusp different
Succession – how will we continue to operate the businesses in Nakusp
Goal of 4 to 5 new families per year
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APPENDIX 3: FULL REPORT OF MEETING 2: “FORESTRY CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES”
INTRODUCTION
November 3, 2010
Kim Reich – Welcome everyone
Laurie Page – thank you to the sponsors and introduction of the panel
Geoff Bekker – Interfor
Jesper Nielson – Nakusp and Area Community Forest
Dan Weibe – Box Lake Lumber
Jim Guido – Kootenay/Boundary Resource Tenures & Engineering Branch
Cam Leitch – Forest Practices Board
Bob Toews – introductory presentation

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION - EXPECTATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
Original TFL was huge and given to one company to use decadent hemlock for pulp. What’s not working
in terms of jobs?
Learning, opportunities - several participants expressed the desire to learn about the forest industry
Land tenure & cutting rights associated with a TFL
Learning & sharing information such as biofuel
Conflict between foresters and mushroom pickers
Is it worth putting our energy into this: what does the community want
Learning the importance of forests – global, local, environmental
Role for Selkirk College
What are some untapped markets
How has Box Lake lumber been successful
Waste products – value added
Going forward – what does it mean for our community
Diversification possibilities
What are the responsibilities of owning a TFL
Came through desperate times – what is the outlook – what are Interfor’s plans
Communication with forestry is a mystery – what is going on
How do we fit into the bigger picture – what is happening beyond our valley
How can the community support forestry
Jobs are needed for young families
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FORESTRY PRESENTATIONS

Geoff Bekker – Interfor
Rebuilding mill in Grand Forks - $’s invested where it is most economical to take out the logs (log costs &
availability of wood)
Approximately six people are employed as staff (doesn’t include contractors) in Nakusp – that is not
expected to change any time in the near future – mill in Castlegar is working one shift only
Harvesting is expensive in the Arrow Lakes Valley due to terrain, transportation and stumpage (amount of
money paid to Ministry of Forests for the wood)
Stumpage calculation is imperfect but it is being worked on
CEO is in China with Minister Pat Bell attempting to stimulate a larger market share
Forests are evolving at all times
Land base of the TFL has shrunk due to protection of Mountain Caribou Habitat and BC Timber Sales

Jesper Nielsen – Community Forest
Nakusp Community Forest holds an allowable cut of 20,000 cubic meters
One logging truck will haul approximately 40 cubic meters depending on species
To harvest 2,400 cubic meters – 5 people were employed for two months, one person is employed year
round
At full production, the community forest would employ 6 – 7 people for half the year
Do you lose $ to keep people working? – opportunities fluctuate by timber supply and pricing
Community Forest is intended to bring stability to the community
The Community Forest has sub committees set up and is open for residents to sit on any one of these
committees

Dan Weibe – Box Lake Lumber
Box Lake Lumber employs 33 people
Specializes in split rail
90 – 95% of the market is in the USA
Transportation is a huge challenge/expense
Ferries are a problem – Music Fest weekend is a prime example when a truck has to wait two days to get
on the ferry
The bridge may not be a reality but why couldn’t a shorter ferry crossing be found?
Wood waste is also an issue – needs to be shipped
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How about developing a co-gen facility and produce our own power with excess to be sold to BC Hydro
1.

100 jobs could be created

2.

Springer Creek also has wood waste

3.

Possibly the pole yard and small mills

What kind of volume would be needed to keep it going?
Suitable industrial site needs to be found
There are niche market opportunities for small mills
We are losing our young people due to lack of jobs

Jim Guido – BC Minsitry of Forests
What is the community looking for from government?
Lots of changes are occurring within forestry – it has become more efficient with fewer jobs
Responsibility on companies to make a profit
Forestry is determined to be low risk with the focus being on other impacts such as cabins on the lakes,
recreation and wildlife
Selkirk forest District has a small presence here
China is a big player in the soft wood industry
Forestry is showing signs of recovery but it’s expected to be slow
Opportunities may exist in “Forests for Tomorrow”
As a rule BC does not import 2X4s or 2X6s (ie we are supplying our domestic market)
Ministry supports industry and operations through arrangements outside the allowable cut for small
business
Define what “valley” is in our economic vision

Cam Leitch – Village Council & Local Forester
Regional District of Central Kootenay is doing a feasibility study of co-generation in the Regional District
Steady growth in fuel management and interface areas
Housing starts are the lowest since the 60s
Replanting of TFLs are contracted out – locals are hired (this is usually a job for young people)
Forestry is experiencing downward pressure from outside the community
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WHAT CAN WE DO TO SUPPORT FOREST INDUSTRY?
Find a way to use wood waste (RDCK is doing a study, and Springer did a study in the past)
Create consensus so we don’t bog down in conflicts
There may be an opportunity to sell pulpwood (Jim Guido)
Interface fuel management – opportunity for jobs, may also be fuel for co-gen
Make industrial land available (and defer taxes?)
Improve transportation (ie ferries)
Pressure BC Hydro to buy co-gen electricity if we decide to build it.
Tree-planting jobs for locals
Organize a committee to support/advise/ interface with community and industry (NACFOR has the
potential to house sub-committees)
Build a versatile workforce
General support for industry (eg community accepts occasional burning)
Take advantage of Ministry of Forests to help entrepreneurs gain access to wood fibre (they will match
fibre demand to supply)
Check into possibility of getting wood inside excluded areas (Box Lake Lumber could use decadent cedar
but it is in protected caribou habitat)
Grassroots advocacy – learn about the forest industry
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APPENDIX 4: FULL REPORT OF MEETING 3: “TOURISM CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES”
INTRODUCTION:
November 24, 2010
Guest Speaker: Graham Edwards, Nelson Kootenay Lake Tourism Association
Panellists:
Ken France, Canadian Mountain Holidays (heli-skiing operation in Nakusp)
Shelly Glasheen: Valkyr Adventures – alpine lodge destination for ski-touring and hiking
Sabine Burmeister: Halcyon Hotsprings manager
Herb Shaede: president of BC Snowmobile Federation
Nakusp and Arrow Lakes drafted a Tourism Plan which can be found online at
http://nakusparrowlakes.com/uploads/chamber/Tourism/nakusp-and-arrow-lakes-tourism-plan-may-2009.pdf
As part of this plan, 3 projects have been completed: An image bank, a new website, and a new visitor guide. So
far, 16000 visitor guides were distributed out of a run of 20,000, so that has been very successful.

TOURISM PRESENTATIONS

Graham Edwards – Nelson Kootenay Lake Tourism Association
Congratulations on the economic development, it is very encouraging and tourism can be a key corner
stone for the community.
Tourism BC in split into six regions with Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs) within each region.
The six regions are represented at World Travel Mart – where many countries come together competing
for tourist dollars.
An area needs a blueprint in place to become a Destination Marketing Organization with criteria set out
by the BC government. This blueprint gives a clear focus and defines the tourism footprint.
Destination Marketing Organizations within regions can work together to take advantage of opportunities
and save marketing dollars. Destination Marketing Organizations are funded through 2% accommodation
tax. Currently there are 40 Destination Marketing Organizations in BC.
Tourism generates $$ for communities that stay in the community, sustaining business. For each tourism
dollar spent three are generated. Direct benefits of tourism include accommodations, B&B’s,
campgrounds, indirect benefits are retail outlets, artists/crafts, and all levels of government. Tourists may
become residents of the future.
There are huge benefits for tourism venues working together to increase tourist traffic. Build on the
remoteness for those individuals who want to get out of the cities and larger centres. Target baby
boomers for the shoulder seasons. Nakusp could become a year round destination. Personal visitors (i.e.
family and guests of residents) can be ambassadors although they do not purchase rooms; they could
contribute through social networking.
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Shelley Glasheen - Valkyr Adventures
An example of successful local backcountry business. Built their first lodge in 2004, building a second
lodge now. There are three back country lodges, mainly for ski-touring, in our area. With the addition of
the fourth, that means potentially 400 winter visitors a year that could be marketed to in other ways (eg
accommodation on either side of their trip, supplies, other experiences such as the hotsprings)

Herb Shaede, President of BC Snowmobile Federation
Snowmobilers are a huge economic benefit to Revelstoke – generating up to $8 million per year into the
local economy. They get 15,000 sleds in a winter, and each spends an average of $300 per day.
Revelstoke club built a plan and worked on it – now they are looking to branch out
The club attends shows in Edmonton and Calgary
60% of sledders also have ATVs and use the same trails and logging roads
Club works with other lodges
Patrols assist but do not enforce, mainly to keep people out of caribou habitat
Challenge to build on trails connecting communities
Opportunities for hotels/restaurants on trails
Herb offered to help work with locals to find a compromise in the conflict between motorized and nomotorized use.

Sabine Burmeister - Halcyon Hotsprings
Halcyon Resort is a destination resort dating back to the early 1900’s
Lithia mineral water = true spa
Employ 35 – 45 people
Spa and restaurant
RV guests stay the longest
Guests mostly BC, AB, but some international
Challenges include the ferry, recruiting staff, lake levels and getting supplies (distance and time)
Opportunity for lakeside activities and small events such as the Apple Festival

Ken France - Canadian Mountain Holidays
Heli skiing out of Nakusp has operated for 30 years
CMH purchased the Kuskanax and the heli skiing operation in 1996
It is the largest heli-sking operation in the world with the best snow and old growth forests providing the
ultimate experience
CMH has agents in five countries
Most of the clients are American and international
45 skiers per week
Visit the hotsprings at the end of the day
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Trips are always guided; control attitudes and behaviours
The over-65 demographic is increasing
Guests often return in the summer with their families because of the people they meet here

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION – OPPORTUNITIES
Nakusp could be the gateway to the Kootenays
How do we get them here? Signage on the TransCanada? Alternate route?
Investigate Ministry of Transport rules around signage
Free ferries is a plus – advertise it
Ferry access without amenities – ferries filling up with chip trucks
Water levels is a major issue
What is the vision? A focus that all can come together on
Marketing – road less traveled
Branding the area – not just Nakusp
Tap into the Okanagan and US markets
Motorbikes – summer – classic cars – keep them here for an extra day – create low cost events – do
something while they’re here
Transportation needs to be networked – service is inadequate
Airport transfers and Lumby shuttle bus are opportunities for improvement of access
Alliance between Ridge Riders (snowmobile) – Harlow Creek Touring (ski-touring) shows it is possible for
motorized and no-motorized groups to work together
Halcyon has a snowmobile tenure that they have not been able to develop – they need guides/outfitters
etc
Enough space that we do not need to be competing for the same area – work together with people who
have local knowledge
Skiers & sledders from Silverstar in Vernon
Equestrian riders used to come here – why don’t they still come to ride the horse trails
Get it right the first time
Draws? Past clientele
Social networking - $ web based – out of the valley
Nakusp tourism web – all people included
Trip advisor – best because it is other consumers
Blogging and Westworld
Mushroom picking education/experience
Hiking trails – get the brochures accessible on the tourism website
Birding
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Snowmobiles
Mountain biking
Frog migration (potential draw)
Improve signage on highways
Training and personnel – cooperative marketing
West Coast Escapes
Golf touring – three golf course within half an hour
People in town through arts & culture
Kayaks – on the lake
Info kiosk – networking – interactive – Nakusp is everybody - the more people who know what is available
here the greater benefit to all
Pre-trip planning – people want to do things – they want the experience
We are lost if we’re not on the radar screen - tourism journalists needed
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APPENDIX 5: FULL REPORT OF MEETING 4: “LAND DEVELOPMENT: CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES”
INTRODUCTION
December 2, 2010
Guest Speakers:
John Guenther, Director of Planning for the City of Revelstoke
Ron Oszust, Electoral Area Director Rural Golden
Panelists:
Hugh Watt, True North Forestry Consulting
Dennis Bruneau, Land Developer and builder, based in Calgary
Crosley Coates, land owner

DEVELOPMENT & CONSTRUCTION PRESENTATIONS

John Guenther – City of Revelstoke
Good planning comes from inside – on the street and in backyards.
Mountains confine development.
Revelstokes Official Community Plan was not a good plan (scored poorly in some areas like parks,
environment, and transportation) so it was decided the community would develop a vision, add an
implementation plan and the OCP could be rewritten over the next five to ten years.
Implementation of that vision would set priorities. Land use and zoning creates the vision. It can develop
the pattern for a mix of uses. Strongest thing to do in planning is to achieve community buy in. Planning
is a contract with the community.
Good planning tells us how it could look – compact diverse development – number one in development is
a good road network.
For more details visit Revelstoke’s website (www.revelstokeudb.com ) and click “Resources”.
Path to Vision is: People – Environment - Economy – infrastructure- finance, then implementation.
Each neighbourhood did a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis which was
translated to use and zoning.
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Organizing Design Principles have 6 Commandments of Good Planning:

1. Compact, diverse, mixed, adaptable and context-based design
2. Pedestrians first
3. Transit-supportive (including bike paths)
4. Place-making (places for people)
5. Integrated Natural systems
6. Strengthen and direct development towards existing communities
John floated the idea of a design centre, using students and interns. It would tie design into infrastructure
and utilities. We might be able to work with Revelstoke on this.

Ron Oszust – Rural Golden
Sustainable Community
Preserve rural lifestyle
Volunteers operating the ski hill realized that it was not being utilized to the full potential so they took it
to the community that voted 93% to sell the ski hill.
Manage change
Impact on development – Golden Community Services Adjustment Plan
Frightened of Change
Best to move forward and survive
Critical priorities set out for the next 10 years – economic benefit over the last three years
Rural assessments:
31 million 1999
82 million 2009
Upwards of 90 million in 2010
Taxes have gone down
Young workers and families are moving to Golden.
Snowmobiles trails share values.

Dennis Bruneau – local developer
Look at development for 100 years
Something to come to, like a golf course
Land owners need to plan it all together
MOU with developers – phased development
Anchor it first – staged
Enshrine zoning
Development will have an impact on village services – is it up to the challenge?
Design collaborative needed along with a regional growth strategy
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Crosley Coates
Take control of priorities
Planning needs help tying it all together
Opportunities for the community to work with developers.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION – EXPECTATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

What are our fears?
Loss of agricultural land
Investors/developers not respecting community values
Loss of real authentic community
Environmental protection
Lack of consensus and tastes reflected in community choice
Nothing happening
No critical mass
Absentee ownership
Affordable housing – diversity in housing
Not producing a good plan – making mistakes
Transportation is a problem
Need someone to help
Community not collaborating
Provincial government

What excites us?
Younger people moving here
Community that pulls together
Possibility of growth
Cohesive plan
Developers can have some answers
Master Plan for here not ad hoc
People come here for quality of life
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CLOSING COMMENTS
Vision Statement?
Official Community Plan is a good building block explains where we are going – Village and Regional
District of Central Kootenay have an Official Community Plan
Community needs to be informed to build renewed energy
Village is working on infrastructure so that development can happen
Store front displays for all to see.
Design collaborative
Better partnerships needed
Bring gas tax dollars here

APPENDIX 6: FULL REPORT OF MEETING 5: “AGRICULTURE: CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES”
January 24, 2011

INTRODUCTION
Great turnout for a cold day in January.
What is currently being produced for sale?
Garlic, herbs, lamb, eggs, beef, strawberries, root vegetables, chickens, turkeys, manure.
This valley was self sufficient in the past. What can we grow?

AGRICULTURE PRESENTATIONS

Abra Bryne – food and farm consultant
Apologized for being the expert from away. Grew up on a mixed farm in the Okanagan, eighth child of
eleven. Remembers the Vernon Fruit Growers Union in the 60’s. The Union shipped sorted and made
juice. The Union is gone now. How could a co-op meet the challenge of labelling etc. of today’s
marketplace?
There are successful farmers but there is no silver bullet. What has worked for them may not work here
because this is distinct community and farms. Some farms that have worked:
Vale Farms – Lumby – multi generational beef and feed. Practice sustainable pasture management and
bring school classes out to the farm for education on farm life.
Mad Dog – Jeremy – solid business sense. Cost of production down to a fine art to make ends meet.
Know exactly what is needed to grow each crop. Uses season extenders. Business decision to pull out a
whole crop of asparagus to plant strawberries.
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Dragon’s Eye – Richard – test plot of canola. Outside of Grand Forks. Developed intense 7 layer
Agroforest growing vegetables around trees. Implemented biodiversity around Chinese chestnuts,
walnuts, hazel nuts. Potential of producing truffle oil under the hazel nuts in a microclimate. He views
trees as more than a source of wood. He became so well known for his knowledge of nutritional and
medicinal benefits of things grown he moved on to a new career.
Farmers need to understand their market and know where it is. There is no such thing as get rich quick.
Is it a fad or to stay. Dream that farmers get to be the price setters instead of takers.
The grain CSA in Creston has disbanded but farm are still selling organic grains. (Note: I know someone in
Kaslo that buys all his horse feed grain from Creston) Walter grows wheat locally.
Farmers are risk takers but they must know where they’re leaping.

Jeremy – Mad Dog Farm in Thrums, president of Kootenay Local Agriculture Society
Previously grew lambs and chickens but now only has vegetables. Chair of the Kootenay Local Agricultural
Society. Kootenay Local Agricultural Society is a non-profit for farmers, individuals and even activists.
All their information can be found on their websites:
www.klasociety.org
www.growinginkootenays.ca
www.kootenaymountaingrown.org

Dave Bilinski, Karen Esperson: Ostrich Farming – Edgewood
Ostrich farming fell into a rut in the 90s. Ninety five percent of breeding stock is exported primarily to
New Zealand and Australia. Processing plant is needed. Currently working with an abattoir out of Salmon
Arm. 20 acres can yield $200,000 per year. Live ostriches sell for up to $4.00 a pound. Compared to a
maximum of $1.20 for beef. The demand is here with ostrich meat being imported from New Zealand and
Australia. There is also value in the oil. The meat is a red meat, high protein value and low in cholesterol
which is very important the health conscious consumers of today. Producers needed.

CORKY EVANS - WHAT CAN WE DO?
Farmer’s Co-op
Agrotourism
KLAS membership
Set targets and agree to meet once a month until the target is met
Year round market
Make land accessible to the young
Resource list – who is teaching
Community kitchen
Economic source for business plans
Counter attack regulations
Become citizens – get engaged
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Listen to the people learn the threats
Believe in the value of food
Educate on food safety
Join together as one agricultural voice
Long term lease in ALR – tax benefit to farmers who lease there land to be farmed
Mentorships
Safe food comes from short supply chains
Take back our food
Know the regulations and pick them apart
Canada was the third country in the world to pull farm subsidies – BC was the fastest province in the
country to implement the cancellation of all farm subsidies. Provincial agriculture can’t be fixed with
logic. It won’t work! To have this large of a turnout in January is not normal. Canvas politician that they
are wrong. Work within the community.
Stopping leakage will mean profit for the community. 1% = $24,000. Farmer’s market is interesting gravy
keeping the buck travelling around the community. Big gold in the sky is a lie.
Grow a workforce to educate and know your frost free days.
Critical mass to leave
Disaster = making money. Sad but true – a crop failure in Russia means the grain farmers will be making a
profit. Crop failure in California means vegetable and fruit growers will make a profit.
Collaboration is needed not competition. Get it together and stop competing.
Brand
1.

Clean food

2.

Image

3.

Organically grown

Market is here – stop thinking about Canada
1.

Figure out how to grow it.
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AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION - WHAT’S THE IMPORTANCE OF FARMING LOCALLY?
Knowledge sharing – what works where
Working together – sharing and caring
Barter/trade
What won’t work is continuing on the same path and expecting it to lead to a different end
Food sold here should be grown here
0 mile diet
Everyone needs to grow something
People don’t understand that you can’t keep going to Overwaitea – trucks will cease
The end of oil is coming and we need food security
Quality fresh fruit and veggies
Outlaw GMOs and pesticides
Food safety
Self sustainability
Scratch cooking
Maintaining legacy of knowledge
Economic growth
Technology on a smaller scale
Higher value added buy local and stop leakage
Soil analysis and knowing what it will grow
Traditional skills needed to support integrated products
Professional and business acumen
Less government restrictions
More diversity
Grow community interdependence
Need co-op - know where market is
Networking and partnerships
Venue for year round producer market
Create website – machinery – custom work – Nakusp and area
Stand up for self sufficiency and sustainability
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APPENDIX 7: ARROW LAKES ECONOMIC VISION 2025
Draft. Last revised April 12, 2011

GEOGRAPHIC AREA
The “Arrow Lakes”, for the purpose of this vision, includes Nakusp and RDCK Area K.

OVERVIEW OF OUR ECONOMY IN 2025
By 2025, the Arrow Lakes region is capitalizing on its assets to sustain a vibrant economy in self-reliant mountain
communities. We have maintained our connection to resource-based industries, and a significant part of our basic
economy is forestry and mining. At the same time, our valley has attracted lifestyle migrants who appreciate the
scenic beauty, friendly communities, clean environment, recreational and cultural amenities, and self-reliant
culture. The development of an integrated approach to tourism has resulted in a year-round tourism industry.
“Wellness” businesses, centred around the hot springs, are a significant draw for both tourism and lifestyle
migrants. Agriculture plays a significant role in our trend towards valley-wide self-reliance, and is a small part of
our export economy. Arts, culture and heritage activities add to the quality of life and attract tourists, and are
also a small part of the export economy. Service industries and retail outlets are thriving, due to good successionplanning, the availability of training locally, and business support.
One of our strengths in 2025 is our ability to work together across the region through networks in each sector and
community. Our coordinated approach enables us to quickly adapt to changing external forces and maximize our
efforts.
Regionally and for each community, infrastructure needs (eg housing, water, transportation) are planned and
developed pro-actively using data from CBT and Selkirk College. High-speed internet connectivity is available
throughout the valley. We have in place diverse housing options, public transportation connecting our
communities, and sufficient infrastructure to support anticipated growth. Our ferry bottleneck problem of the
early 2000’s has been solved.
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POPULATION, REAL ESTATE, HOUSING
An aging population has meant people have retired from the local work force. They are still living here, and have
been replaced in the workforce, adding to the valley population. In addition we have a population of lifestyle
migrants. Some of these are retired, some are commuting to work outside the region, some are working in our
valley, and some are here as part-time residents. Most part-time residents expect to retire here some day.
9

The resulting growth in population amounts to about 300 new households. They are distributed evenly between
the Village of Nakusp, and the surrounding area K. Available housing has adapted to the changing (older
demographic, smaller family) needs.
The pressure on land for housing means that industrial land has been relocated. By 2025, a suitable site serves
these small businesses.

RESOURCE INDUSTRIES
The forests around us continue to be a significant source of employment.
The Arrow Lakes has increased its influence on local forestry through increasing the capacity of Nakusp and Area
Community Forest to meet its objectives, which are:
a.

Ensure the sustainability of area forests

b. Optimize revenues from harvested timber
c.

Promote community stability

d. Improve forest worker and public safety
e. Promote community involvement in local forest management
This increased capacity has resulted from a greater annual allowable cut for NACFOR and active community
involvement (through NACFOR subcommittees) in lobbying the other players (BC Timber Sales, Tree Farm
Licensees, Ministry of Forests) on behalf of Arrow Lakes community priorities. Local jobs in the forest sector are
increased, and small forestry-related businesses know how to access the wood they need. An increasing emphasis
on self-reliance means that there is a demand for local wood products that is beginning to be met.
Mining viability continues to depend on external market forces. The Arrow Lakes continues to have one or two
working mines employing local people directly and indirectly.

9

I used the term “households” because it includes both residents and non-residents. It also correlates more
closely, perhaps, to the infrastructure required and the tax base supplied. See George Penfold’s data in Appendix 8
for past trends and numbers.
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TOURISM
Tourism has expanded so that Nakusp is known as a four-season destination. Accommodators are 75 – 100 % full
year round. Events are organized for the shoulder seasons (spring and fall) as well as for the summer. Marketing
and co-operative product development is coordinated through a tourism organization to make the best use of
funds and opportunities. The Arrow Lakes tourism industry also works co-operatively with Revelstoke and
Kootenay Lake regions to maximize the tourist experience and marketing potential.

WELLNESS
Nakusp is known for its hot springs and spa facilities. Other wellness modalities have been developed to enhance
the experience. Information and services are readily available to tourists, part-time residents and residents.

AGRICULTURE
Weekly farmers markets and easy to access information about where to buy food locally are the cornerstones of
the local food industry. There is a culture of local food that extends across the board to restaurants and
institutions as well as residents.
Some farmers are producing food and marketing it outside the region. Farmers have formed an organization to
assist them in working together (eg. sharing tools, sharing information, marketing product).

ARTS, CULTURE AND HERITAGE
The arts, culture, and heritage sector continues to be vibrant, especially since more and more artists have been
attracted to live here. (add an arts centre?)

SERVICE SECTOR AND RETAIL BUSINESSES
While each community provides basic conveniences – food, gas, and a community meeting area – to its residents,
Nakusp is the main service centre. Health care and senior services employ many people. Local retail businesses
supply most of what Arrow Lakes’ people need to buy, and people are inclined to shop locally because the service
is so great. Professionals are pleased to have found this wonderful area and have moved here to work in sufficient
numbers that all of them have a great quality of life and succession-planning is easy.
Support for local businesses includes information exchange and access to services, making use of external agencies
such as InvestKootenay and Community Futures, and participation in broader visioning and projecting from data
(for example, surveys of part-time residents to see how we can better meet their needs, labour market strategies
to target specific labour shortages…)

NETWORKING
One of the strengths of the Arrow Lakes is how well all the different groups work together and communicate with
each other. Residents know which group is doing what, and how to have input. Information is easily shared via an
expanded web-portal and continued use of the newspapers.
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APPENDIX 8: DATA EXCERPTED FROM “ECONOMIC OVERVIEW: WEST KOOTENAY
BOUNDARY”
Prepared by George Penfold, Regional Innovation Chair in Rural Economic Development, Selkirk College, January
25, 2010 (http://selkirk.ca/media/innovation/regionalinnovationchair/dataresources/Economic-OverviewFinal.pdf)
Population:
Population (Census)

2001

2006

RDCK area K

1979

1800

Nakusp

1698

1524

“With few exceptions, most of the net population growth has been in rural areas, and the most significant
population losses have been in the smaller urban municipalities” In our area, both Nakusp and Area K have
declined by about 2% per year.
BC Stats projects a regional net population increase of 2% for 2008 – 2018 period. The Arrow Lakes Local Health
Area (LHA) – which is basically School District 10 – is predicted to lose 150 people during that decade. Projected
growth in the 65+ age is offset by projected losses in the 24 – 64 age cohort. Because of aging population and
resulting smaller household size, the number of households is expected to increase from 2208 to 2334 (change=
+126) in Arrow Lakes LHA. The housing needs will reflect the needs of one and two person households.
Employment trends:
In West Kootenay Boundary 2001 – 2006, overall labour force declined by 2.2%.
Goods Sector: losses in Manufacturing and in Agriculture, Forestry Fishing and Hunting were offset by gains in
Construction and in Mining, Oil and Gas.
Services Sector: losses in Accommodation and Food, Education, Public Administration; gains in Retail Trade,
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services, Administrative and Support, Waste Management and Remediation
Services and in Arts, Entertainment and Recreation.
There is a pattern of older median age of people employed in categories that are showing losses.
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Education:
Low education rates in our area are considered another labour force challenge. In Arrow Lakes LHA, 22% of people
have not completed high school, and 28% have no more than high school certificate or equivalent. This is not
related to an older demographic: In WKB 45% of people age 25-34 fit into one of those categories. The provincial
projection is that 75% of new job growth will require more than high school education.
Economic Dependency:
Arrow Lakes Local Health Area, 2005 income data, % of total income from:
Forestry:

23%

Mining and minerals:

1%

Agriculture and Food

1%

Tourism

6%

High Tech

1%

Construction

9%

Other

2%

Public Sector

20%

Government Transfers

21%

Non-Employment income

16%

This shows that, even when forestry was a major industry here, 57% (the sum of the last three figures) of our
income dependency was not directly related to private sector and resource based industries.
Household Numbers:
(not in the document, obtained directly from George Penfold)

2001

2006

Area K

982

977

Nakusp

779

739
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